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MAGISTERIAL STATEMENTS AND/OR DOCUMENTS


Ten major addresses which present Bernardin's argument for the critical need of a consistent ethic across a broad range of life issues.


Also found in *Origins* 21 (30 January 1992): 541; 543-553.

Argues that termination of nutrition and hydration of patients in a persistent vegetative state (PVS) is "euthanasia by omission," and therefore cannot be morally tolerated.

Several other articles on this issue by conservative moralists in this same issue of *Linacre Quarterly*. For a different point of view, and a critique of the Pennsylvania Bishops see Richard A. McCormick, S.J. "'Moral Considerations' Ill Considered." *America* 166 (14 March 1992): 210-214. McCormick argues that the bishops' statement disagrees with other episcopal statements and is an overly specific application of general moral principles of a controverted case, and therefore cannot enjoy the same magisterial authority as a more general statement.
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Example of pre-Vatican II biomedical ethical and pastoral directives.


The CDF replied that a hysterectomy could not be performed to avert future pregnancy even if it is probably foreseen that such a pregnancy might endanger the life or health of the mother, since this would amount to a case of direct sterilization, which is always illicit.


In this address the Pope asserts that artificial hydration and nutrition is not a medical treatment but a basic and natural means of preserving life, and thus is always morally obligatory. This address occasioned great debate among moral theologians, bioethicists,
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and health care professionals since it represented a substantial shift in the Church’s understanding of the assessment of ordinary and extraordinary means, and would have a great number of practical ramifications for a host of other issues, such as allocation of scarce health care resources, advanced health care directives, and the like.


“The refusal of aggressive treatment is neither a rejection of the patient nor of his or her life. Indeed, the object of the decision on whether to begin or to continue a treatment has nothing to do with the value of the patient's life, but rather with whether such medical intervention is beneficial for the patient. The possible decision either not to start or to halt a treatment will be deemed ethically correct if the treatment is ineffective or obviously disproportionate to the aims of sustaining life or recovering health. Consequently, the decision to forego aggressive treatment is an expression of the respect that is due to the patient at every moment.”


Statement underlines that health care is a basic human right, and whose responsibility which is shared through all levels and institutions of society and not just individuals themselves, adding that no one should be denied health care because of inability to pay.
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Latest edition of the ERDs, revised in light of the CDF’s Responsum ad dubium on ANH for PVS patients, approved by the US Bishops in the semi-annual meeting in November, 2009.


Statement of the United States Catholic Bishops on abortion and euthanasia approved during their June 1995 meeting in Chicago.


Pastoral Letter by the then Bishop of Pittsburgh dated 22 February 2005 and released on March 11th of that year. Wuerl in particular attacks the principle of the “end justifies the means” in the stem cell research debate, and argues for utilization of alternative sources of stem cells such as adult stem cells. Wuerl is currently Archbishop of Washington, D.C.

*******

GENERAL WORKS:


Papers delivered at a conference on the history of medical ethics held at the Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine 1989. The three sections treat: 1) medical propriety prior to the formalization of medical ethics in the lectures of John Gregory and the Code of Thomas Percival; 2) the philosophical framework which formed the background of Gregory and Percival's studies at Leiden and Edinburgh; 3) the lives and writings of
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Gregory and Percival.


*From the publisher’s announcement:* discusses end-of-life care, abortion, infertility treatments, the brain death debate, and the organ market. Barilan also presents the theology and spirituality of Jewish medical law, the communal responsibility for healthcare, and the charitable sick-care societies that flourished in the Jewish communities until the beginning of the twentieth century.


Organized around four governing principles: 1) The principle of respect for autonomy of the patient; 2) The principle of nonmaleficence; 3) The principle of beneficence; and 4) The principle of distributive justice in social benefits and burdens associated with health care and medical research. Has become very much the standard textbook in the field.


Brody is the Professor of Biomedical Ethics and director of the center for Medical Ethics and Health Policy at Baylor College of Medicine.


L'intention de l'article n'est pas de proposer des solutions aux défis de la bioéthique, mais d'offrir un modèle théorique pour les aborder. Il suggère pour ce faire un détour par la philosophie politique, qui lui permet de définir la notion centrale de la secondarité, mais aussi d'expliquer les rapports de droit aux fins visées, et le modèle déontologique, imposant à ces dernières l'examen critique du droit. Il entreprend ensuite de faire pencher la balance en faveur de ce dernier modèle, en essayant de lui donner une expression théologique consistante, puis en présentant quelques apports possibles de cette éthique théologique de la secondarité dans la question des pouvoirs sur la vie.
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Byrne, Peter, ed.  *Medicine, Medical Ethics and the Value of Life*.  Chichester: John Wiley, 1990.

Nine essays on a range of medical ethical topics.


Treats the medical ethics of Richard McCormick, S.J.

Cahill, a married Roman Catholic mother, 1993 President of the CTSA, and Professor of Theological Ethics at Boston College, studied under James Gustafson at the University of Chicago.

Cahill suggests that religious thinkers and believers should engage their religious traditions in jointly engaging political forces at both the local and national levels.


Cahill suggests that religious thinkers and believers should engage their religious traditions in jointly engaging political forces at both the local and national levels.


See also Fuchs' articles and another response by John Collins Harvey in the same volume.  Originally presented at the Twenty-Fourth Trans-Disciplinary Symposium on Philosophy and Medicine, 13-16 October 1986.


An abridged version of this article is found in *Cross Cultural Perspectives in Medical Ethics: Readings*, 70-82.  Edited by Robert Veatch.  Boston: Jones and Bartlett Press, 1989.

Cahill compares the teleological method of Richard McCormick with the deontological approach of Paul Ramsey.
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15 essays on a variety of topics and from a variety of religious and historical points of view (Christian, Jewish, Buddhist, Taoist, Islamic, etc.) and include casuistry, feminism, principalism, virtue ethics, and impartial rationality. Other essays look at the use of scripture and other authoritative documents, the role of religious practices in Christian and in the Jewish tradition.


Looks at the meaning of life as it emerges from bioethical debates, arguing that the notion of life has received insufficient attention.

Reviewed by Robert Dell’Oro in Theological Studies 682-683


Revision of the 1990 Caldwell Lectures given at the Louisville Presbyterian Seminary. Cobb discusses a broad range of issues touching on bioethics, sexual ethics, and others.


Discusses historical consciousness, anthropology, eschatology, and theological anthropology, and the dialogue with the developing discipline of bioethics.
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Among the contributors: Alberto Bondolfi, Adriano Bompiani, Maurice de Watcher, Diego Gracia Guillen, Jean-François Malherbe, Warren Reich, David Roy, and Corrado Viafora.


See responses by Monika Hellwig and John Collins Harvey in the same volume. Originally presented at the Twenty-Fourth Trans-Disciplinary Symposium on Philosophy and Medicine, 13-16 October 1986.

Demmer was Professor of Moral Theology at the Pontifical Gregorian University in Rome.


Consists of five sections: 1) preliminary questions for moral decision-making; 2) questions relating to the beginning of life; 3) questions regarding illness and disease; 4) end of life issues; and 5) general health-care issues.


Discusses the limits of "principilism," which the authors contend has dominated bioethical discussions in the United States, as well as alternative approaches based on phenomenology, hermeneutics, narrative ethics, casuistry, and virtue ethics.

Fr. Elizari has been professor of moral theology at the Higher Institute of Moral Sciences in Madrid.


Overview of the past twenty years of bioethics, since the coining of the term in Van Reusselaer Potter's 1971 book, Bioethics: Bridge to the Future.


Using HIV/AIDS cases as an example, Farley argues that compassion and respect have been isolated from each other and this has undermined the ability to respond appropriately to those in need. An expanded version of Farley’s 2002 Madeleva Lecture.


Bishop Fisher, who did his doctorate under John Finnis at Oxford, attempts to present a reason-based bioethics to address a number of contemporary issues including rights of conscience, abortion, stem cell research, transplants, Catholic identity of hospitals, euthanasia and end-of-life issues, as well as law and public policy. Most of the material comes from reworked essays that have been published elsewhere. Reviewed positively by Robert Gay, OP in New Blackfriars (August 2013): 627-628.
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At this writing Fisher is bishop of Parramatta in Western Sydney, Australia and a member of the Pontifical Academy of Life and professor of moral theology and bioethics in the John Paul II Institute for Marriage and the Family in Melbourne.


"Report of a conference funded by the Kaiser Family Foundation."


See responses by Lisa Cahill and John Collins Harvey in the same volume. Originally presented at the Twenty-Fourth Trans-Disciplinary Symposium on Philosophy and Medicine, 13-16 October 1986.

Fuchs was Professor of Moral Theology at the Pontifical Gregorian University in Rome.


Authors are on the faculty of the University of Scranton, Pennsylvania.


*From the promotional advertisement:* *Bioethics and the Human Goods* offers a clear, short, and expert introduction to bioethics from a “natural law” perspective, a philosophical tradition which traces its origins to classical antiquity and is currently enjoying an exciting renaissance. With its emphasis on human goods—such as life, health, friendship, and knowledge—and the wrongness of intentionally turning against them, the book provides a valuable approach to controversial bioethical questions at the beginning and end of life. Its approach contrasts with that of the dominant bioethical theories of utilitarianism and principlism. The book includes as appendices personal statements by Alfonso Gómez-Lobo on the status of the human embryo and on the definition and determination of death.
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Gustafson is a well-known American Protestant ethician.


Haimes, who is professor of sociology at the University of Newcastle, argues that the social sciences contribute not just “facts” as a sort of “handmaiden” to ethics, but its methodology helps raise and shape questions and answers as well.


Treats a number of current issues in bioethics in light of a sustained consideration of fundamental moral theology and related moral themes, such as the dignity and autonomy of the human person, the natural law, norms, etc.

Holderegger is professor of theological ethics at Fribourg University in Switzerland.


Hollinger argues that the Evangelical tradition can contribute to the debate on bioethics,
but only by modifying some of its past styles of ethical discourse, such as biblicism and rigorism.


A *Festschrift* with essays by Protestant and Roman Catholic authors meant both to criticize as well as embody the principles of Ramsey's ethics. Includes three essays, by Gene Outka, Richard A. McCormick, S.J., and William F. May, on various aspects of medical ethics.


Early example of a manual of medical ethics by a pioneer in the field. Kelly was a noted Roman Catholic moralist.


Examines the views of various churches on the subject, especially that of in-vitro fertilization. It is important to keep in mind that this book was written before the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith issued its 1987 Instruction *Donum vitae* which proscribed most reproductive technologies.
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This book considers recent cultural trends in bioethics from a Catholic perspective. It examines the meaning of suffering in the contemporary world and relates this discussion to the ethical issues surrounding abortion, euthanasia, and the competing conceptions of health. It discusses the philosophical origins of the cultural war through an examination of the problematic bases of moral relativism.


Weighing in at 5.4 pounds this 1200 page work is a hefty volume indeed! The first two editions came out in 1987 and 1998 respectively and the current volume has been seven years in the making. The 3rd edition is organized into six sections with twenty-three chapters for a combined total of 156 articles. Twenty-three of these come from the 1st edition and forty from the 2nd edition, with another three being re-worked material found in the previous volume. 107 different authors are represented, mostly from the United States, though sixty-four of these have multiple entries—with the editors authoring fifteen of the collection. There is a good balance in terms of gender and denominational affiliation, though as a whole the center-left of the theological spectrum carries the greatest weight. Every chapter has something new and there is a brand-new chapter on stem cell research which did not even exist when the first two editions appeared.

Reviewed by James T. Bretzke, S.J. in *Theological Studies*


Mahoney establishes a dialogue between ethics and medicine in four principal areas: human fertility control, death and dying, the beginning of life, and medical research and experimentation.


Discusses five factors which McCormick feels tend to narrow the relevance of bioethics: 1) the absolutization of autonomy; 2) clinical ethics which narrow the focus of the larger issues at stake; 3) the secularization of medicine, as evidenced by the increasing influence of the business ethos in managed care; 4) the law and legal entities which have assumed dominant importance; and 5) health care reform and cost containment.


Meilaender was Professor of Religion at Oberlin College and currently holds the Board of Directors Chair in Christian Ethics at Valparaiso University, Indiana.


Series of articles which treat both fundamental ethics and special issues in relation to science, and especially bioethics.


Reviewed edition of author's 1976 work.

O'Donnell is a consultant to the United States Catholic Conference and to the Judicial Council of the American Medical Association.


Through an examination of a virtue-based ethics, this book proposes a theological view of medical ethics that helps the Christian physician reconcile faith, reason, and professional duty.


In light of the upcoming Panorthodox Synod this article looks at how theological anthropology in the Orthodox tradition helps shape that approach to bioethics, bringing
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together the notions of imago Dei, theosis and even the liturgical life of the Church. Authors discussed include S.S. Harakas, H.T. Englehardt, and Metropolitan Nikolaus (Hatzinikolaou).

Petrà is Professor ordinarius of the Theology Faculty of Central Italy.


Presents a Catholic moral theology based on Pope John Paul II and Thomas Aquinas and then applies those principles to contemporary ethical issues.

Scarnecchia is associate professor of human life studies and legal studies at Franciscan University of Steubenville and visiting associate professor of law at Ave Maria School of Law.


See the critique of Martin Rhonheimer, O.D. in footnote 12, pp. 6-7 in the latter’s *Vital Conflicts in Medical Ethics: A Virtue Approach to Craniotomy and Tubal Pregnancies*, ed. William F. Murphy, Jr. (Washington, D.C.: The Catholic University Press of America, 2009), of some of the Cardinal’s reasoning on abortion in cases in which Sgreccia maintains that if it is only possible to save the mother rather than the child then
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both mother and child should be sacrificed.


Essays divided into four parts: Abortion and Reproduction; Death and Dying; Consent, Therapy and Research; and Public Policy Issues.


Simmons writes from the Baptist perspective.


Twenty-one papers presented at a week-long workshop for American bishops. The presenters included physicians, theologians, philosophers, and one lawyer. The topics discussed included the national health plan, reproductive technologies, transplantation, chemical abortifacients, abortion and delayed hominization, AIDS research and treatment, the Human Genome Project, and moral dilemmas in professional practice.


Sporken, Paul. *Darf die Medizin was sie kann?* Düsseldorf: Patmos Verlag, 1971.

Spanish translation available as well.

Contents include Part I. *Theoretical and methodological issues.* Methods in bioethics / James Childress; The way we reason now: reflective equilibrium in bioethics / John Arras; Autonomy / Bruce Jennings; Mental disorder, moral agency, and the self / Jeanette Kennett; 'Reinventing' the rule of double effect / Daniel Sulmasy -- Part II. *Justice and policy.* Policy-making in pluralistic societies / Soren Holm; Tiers without tears: the ethics of a two-tiered health care system / Benjamin J. Krohmal and Ezekiel J. Emanuel; Justice and the elderly / Dennis McKeilie -- Part III. *Bodies and bodily parts.* Organ transplantation / Ronald Munson; Biobanking / John Harris and Louise Irving; For dignity or money: feminists on the commodification of women’s reproductive labour / Carolyn McLeod -- Part IV. *The end of life.* The definition of death / Stuart Youngner; The aging society and the expansion of senility: biotechnological and treatment goals / Stephen Post; Death is a punch in the jaw: life-extension and its discontents / Felicia Nimue Ackerman; Precedent autonomy, advance directives, and end-of-life care / John K. Davis; Physician-assisted death: the state of the debate / Gerald Dworkin -- Part V. *Reproduction and cloning.* Abortion revisited / Don Marquis; Moral status, moral value, and human embryos: implications for stem cell research / Bonnie Steinbock; Therapeutic cloning: politics and policy / Andrea Bonnicksen -- Part VI. *Genetics and enhancement.* Population genetic research and screening: conceptual and ethical issues / Eric Juengst; Enhancement / Thomas Murray; Genetic interventions and the ethics of enhancement of human beings / Julian Savulescu; Pharmacogenomics: ethical and regulatory issues / Matthew DeCamp and Allen Buchanan -- Part VII. *Research ethics.* Clinical equipoise: foundational requirement or fundamental error / Alex John London; Research on cognitively impaired adults / Jason Karlawish; Research in developing countries / Florencia Luna; Animal experimentation / Alastair Norcross -- Part VIII. *Public and global health.* The implications of public health for bioethics / Jeffrey Kahn and Anna Mastroianni; Global health / Ruth Macklin; Bioethics and bioterrorism / Jonathan Moreno.


Book is organized in four parts. Part One treats "The Value of Human Life" and "Pre-Persons and Post-Persons." Part Two investigates human values and technology. Part Three considers the value of human life in relationship to the religious, philosophical and political heritages. Part Four argues for the development of a "life-affirming" society.
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Thomasma is the Michael I. English, S.J. Professor of Medical Ethics at the Loyola University of Chicago Medical Center.


Looks at the theological approaches of Richard McCormick, SJ; Paul Ramsey; Stanley Hauerwas; and James M. Gustafson.


Dissertation directed by James Childress.


Written as an undergraduate textbook.


Veatch, Robert. *Cross Cultural Perspectives in Medical Ethics: Readings.* Boston: Jones and
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Developed from papers delivered at a conference on medicine and technology sponsored by the Institute of Religion in 1993. This volume includes six major papers on important themes in bioethics, an introduction and a closing meditation by Allen Verhey, and reports from the working groups that consider the various contexts for theological reflection concerning the ethics of health care--the academy, the medical center, the religious community, and the law of public policy--as well as various issues on the agenda of moral theologians interested in bioethics--abortion, genetics, assisted suicide, and access to health care.


Vicini is a pediatrician and holds a PhD and STD in theological ethics and teaches at the Boston College School of Theology & Ministry.
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Zoloth did her doctorate at the Graduate Theological Union in Berkeley, California and is a past president of the American Academy of Religion.

********

SPECIFIC ISSUES:

A.I.D.S. (Acquired Immuno-Deficiency Syndrome)


Based on extensive field work investigation done in South Africa the author examines how the Bible is used in Pentecostal churches to discourage condom usage and divorce, even in circumstances in which the wife’s health and life are at risk. She goes on to outline how a scriptural case can be made for both condom usage and divorce (the “C” and “D” of the “Abstinence” and “Be Faithful” counsel the churches do allow).

At this writing Attanasi taught at Luther College in Decorah, IA.
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Reviewed by Kevin Ward in *Journal of Church and State*,
https://doi.org/10.1093/jcs/csx062, posted September 23 2017

From Ward’s review: “This book, in general, is a very fine analysis of Ugandan attitudes to sexual practice, in the light of the AIDS prevention campaign. It is thorough and illuminating. Concentrating on the new religious born-again movements, which have been so vital in these debates over the last thirty years, can be justified on the grounds that they have become a dominant voice in Uganda’s public debate. But Boyd is rightly sensitive to the fact that the Anglican and Catholic churches still have their own distinctive voices. The book is superb as a sociological/anthropological account of born-again Christianity. Its weakness, if it is a weakness, is its failure to examine the theological issues that animate (or ought to animate) the pastors who “preach” so fervently, and with such persuasion, on these topics.”

*Catholic International*. 1 (October, 1987).

Good selection of various Bishops' Pastoral statements on the Aids crisis is collected in this first sample issue.


Investigates the question of suffering of gay and lesbians in the age of HIV/AIDS and points to inadequacies of traditional Christian answers to such suffering.


Crowley did his doctoral studies under Michael Buckley at the Graduate Theological Union, and teaches theology at Santa Clara University.

Drane, James F.  "Condoms, AIDS & Catholic Ethics: *Open to the Transmission of Death*?"
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Drane, a professor of clinical medical ethics at Edinboro University of Pennsylvania, shares difficulties on the application of the term "intrinsically evil" to any and all condom use. Drane suggests a more careful investigation of the moral issues involved, a full understanding of the natural law tradition, and the use of the principles of the double effect and counseling the lesser evil would all lead to a conclusion that in certain cases condom use in marriage would be morally licit.


Vanderbilt is affiliated with the Department of Health Policy, Vanderbilt Institute for Global Health at the Vanderbilt University School of Medicine.


The focus is on the U.S., but the issue of how much mandated or optional pre-natal and neo-natal testing for HIV should take place is of global importance. The contributors consider legal, ethical, medical, and public health criteria for HIV screening.


Fullam is a veterinarian and theological ethicist with a ThD from Harvard, and O’Neill has his PhD in theological ethics from Yale. Both are associate professors at the Jesuit School of Theology Santa Clara.


Report on the 2004 15th International AIDS Conference held in July, 2004 in Bangkok by these two attendees.
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Fuller is and AIDS physician who teaches at the Boston University School of Medicine and Keenan is professor of moral theology at the Weston Jesuit School of Theology.


Fuller is assistant director of the Clinical AIDS Program at Boston Medical Center and assistant clinical professor of medicine at Boston University School of Medicine, and an ordained Roman Catholic priest.


Guevin argues the usage of condoms among even married HIV discordant couples is always morally evil regardless of disease-prevention, while Rhonheimer takes the opposite view.


Hannon is professor of moral theology at St. Patrick's College in Maynooth.
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Text of a talk presented by the Bishop of Edinburgh of the Scottish Episcopal Church.


Reviewed by Daniel P. Sulmasy in America 184 (26 March 2001: 32-34.


Kelly, an English moral theologian, reflects on some of the ethical challenges posed by the AIDS epidemic to some of the traditional understandings of sexual ethics, sin, etc. Using the experience of Africa Kelly notes how the AIDS epidemic involves a number of complex factors, including structural evil, and suggests that intransigence in the Catholic Church's stand against contraception and condom use may be need to be re-examined.


Despite its title, this book is really an (excellent) treatment of Roman Catholic sexual ethics as a whole, and stresses trying to develop a positive theology both of sexuality and applications to issues of sexual ethics.
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This book examines the Roman Catholic Church in the United States as it responds to the AIDS crisis and persons with AIDS from a critical sociological perspective using organizational theory.


Consideration of health care issues, disclosure to employees, etc.


Notes that HIV/AIDS is truly a world-wide scourge which has caused untold suffering, McCarrick warns against trusting in messages of “safe sex” and condom usage, since these practices often fail to protect, and that condom usage “contradicts our faith’s understanding of sexual union as an expression of spousal love through a mutual and total gift of the self” (p. 84). Embracing chastity is the only acceptable means to combat AIDS. Nevertheless, health care is affirmed as a right for every person, even those who have contracted HIV through failures in chastity. Finally the Cardinal exhorts all to pray to God the Father that a cure can be found for AIDS.


Rather harsh and conservative article, arguing against being overly compassionate towards AIDS sufferers. McDermott argues that respect for a proper notion of God
requires us to accept that God does punish sinful behavior, such as homosexual activity, but this punishment is not “vengeful” but rather a call to salvation through acceptance of the Cross and suffering as a means of effecting conversion.

McDermott is a systematic theologian who has taught at Fordham University, the Pontifical Gregorian University (at the time of the article’s publication), then subsequently at the Pontifical Josephinum, and is currently on the faculty of Sacred Heart Seminary in Detroit.


Contains an introductory essay on the historical background of AIDS, plus discussion of reasons for divergent religious positions on the issue, followed by a collection of unabridged statements and background notes from 45 major churches or religious groups: Roman Catholic, Orthodox, principal Protestant denominations, Jewish groups, etc.


Looks at the status quaestionis of the debate over the moral legitimacy of using condoms with HIV discordant couples in light of the controversy ignited by Martin Rhonheimer, O.D.’s acceptance of this condom usage in his 2004 Tablet article. Newton indicates that a good part of the difficulty comes from the fact that Rhonheimer is “highly respected and doctrinally orthodox” yet holds a position that is considered heterodox by many other moralists who strong support Humanae vitae such as Janet Smith, David Crawford, Benedict Guevin, O.S.B., and Stephen Long. After examining the various positions the author concludes that neither side has definitively proven its case and so we must await for a definitive statement by the Magisterium. Nevertheless, he argues that the
“contraceptive choice” remains “intrinsically evil,” but the disputed issue is whether condom usage of married HIV discordant couples represents “contraceptive choice” or not.

Newton is assistant professor at the International Theological Institute in Trumau, Austria and can be contacted at w.newton@iti.ac.at


Overberg brings together carefully selected articles and essays by those on the front lines-doctors and pastoral ministers, scientists and specialists-that clearly state the challenges for medical, social and religious ministry.


Quinn was Archbishop of San Francisco at the time this article was authored.


Reimer-Barry uses her fieldwork on Catholic women suffering from HIV/AIDS in Chicago and Kenya to outline a call for “empathetic listening” that seeks first to discover what is genuinely going on in people’s lives—before moving to a judgment of what the
proper ethical position might be. In this regard she is particularly critical of Pope Benedict XVI’s 2009 negative comments about condom use in Africa which he delivered in an airborne news conference on the way to Africa. Far more effective would have been to land in Africa, talk with a variety of people there who knew the situation first-hand, and then—and only then—presume to take a position on a practical issue like the advisability of condom usage in a situation common in sub-Saharan Africa.

At this writing Reimer-Barry was Assistant Professor of theological ethics at the University of San Francisco.


Reflections from Catholic and Protestant participants in a National Council of Churches study group.


Discusses how AIDS and HIV-positive patients are treated culturally in Japan. The Japanese ethos tends to stigmatize very severely people like AIDS sufferers, while downplaying, almost to the point of denial, the reality of the existence of the HIV virus in Japan. The article chronicles well how cultural traditions can impede a compassionate treatment of those who suffer from this disease.


According to the author, the effectiveness of condoms to reduce the risk of HIV transmission is not as good as the public has been led to believe.

Sottile-Malona is diocesan coordinator of Natural Family Planning for the Diocese of Buffalo, NY.


Smith, a corporate strategist at Cafod, the Catholic development agency of England and

Smith argues that probably condoms could not be licitly used by HIV discordant couples, but that it may be morally permissible if the condom were perforated, and thus no longer a complete physical block to conception.


After many years teaching at the Jesuit School of Theology-at-Berkeley, Spohn is now Professor of Theology at the University of Santa Clara, California.

*The Tablet* 29 April 2006. (An editorial and two articles on AIDS and condom usage).


Thampu critiques secular Western culture which he asserts has imposed biases which must be counteracted by the prophetic dimension of the Gospel, and which also neglect the cultural backgrounds of non-Western societies in developing strategies for confronting a global problem such as AIDS.

Thampu is a member of the TRACI community and lecturer and Chaplain of St. Stephen's College in Delhi, India.
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Various episcopal responses to the flap over the NCCB policy statement on AIDS education.


Includes the official statement of the WCC Central Committee which came out of a 1994 mandated study.


Brief diocesan message.

Wuerl was archbishop of Pittsburgh at the time and is currently cardinal archbishop of Washington, D.C.

********

Death & Dying, Euthanasia and/or Suicide

Articles on Death & Dying, Euthanasia and/or Suicide


Homily given at the January 20, 2005 annual Red Mass for the start of the legislative session in Honolulu. Fr. Alexander looks at the Oregon physician-assisted suicide law and notes a number of problems with the practices resulting from the law and argues against the adoption of a similar law in Hawaii.


See the Response in the same issue by Alastair V. Campbell and Robin Gill (pp. 13-23), and a rejoinder by Badham (pp. 24-27. The entire issue is devoted to euthanasia.


Originally presented as a paper at the 19th annual convention of the California State University, Fullerton, Philosophy Symposium, held from 1-3 March 1989, and whose theme was "Japanese Morality: East/West Dialogue."


The entire issue is devoted to euthanasia.


As part of the annual "Notes in Moral Theology: 1990" Cahill reviews and discusses recent literature on this theme.

Cahill teaches Christian ethics at Boston College.


Includes discussion of Pius XII's "The Prolongation of Life."


Issued in Korean on 8 December 1991 to mark Human Rights Day. Planned during the Bishops; autumn plenary session, the letter warns against the prevailing disregard for life which manifests itself in abortion, suicide, euthanasia, sterilization, and other forms of self-mutilation. The letter is addressed to the Korean government, the Catholic community, and all people of good will.


*Author supplied abstract:* Prayer has long been a staple in the proverbial Jewish medical toolbox. While the vast majority of relevant prayers seek renewed health and prolonged life, what might prayers for someone to die look like? What ethical dimensions are involved in such liturgical expressions? By examining both prayers for oneself to die and prayers for someone else to die, this essay discerns reasons why it may be good and even necessary to pray for a patient's demise.


Argues that if patients could/would trust that their physicians would appropriately treat their pain and anxiety then there would be little need to consider suicide as a means to escape this pain.

Fuller is assistant director of the Clinical AIDS Program at Boston Medical Center and assistant clinical professor of medicine at Boston University School of Medicine, and an ordained Roman Catholic priest.


The author is on the faculty of law at the University of the Netherlands.


This 5 minute story describes how a program in Hawaii uses videos to help terminal patients and their care-givers visualize treatment options in an effort to better acquaint them with what these various procedures will involve, leading then to a better informed end-of-life care choice.


Dr. Kasene bases his observations on the increased number of suicides due to the AIDS epidemic in Africa, and discusses a variety of African views on this subject.


Overview of the Roman Catholic position on ordinary and extraordinary means, patient-doctor professional relationships, grounding these principles in fundamental moral theology, and drawing out some conclusions for a false understanding of this principle in
the light of contemporary technological developments.

Kopfensteiner did his doctorate under Klaus Demmer, M.S.C. at the Pontifical Gregorian University in Rome, and teaches Christian ethics at Fordham University.


Treats the issues of physician-assisted suicide and voluntary euthanasia from a Confucian perspective and while noting both consonance and dissonance with the current Western debate, Lo concludes that from the Confucian perspective the arguments in favor of these two practices is “less than compelling.”

Lo did doctorates in philosophy and theological ethics in the United States and is currently Associate Professor in the Dept. of Religion and Philosophy and Research Fellow at the Center for Applied Ethics at Hong Kong Baptist Seminary.


Good investigation of many more of the factors that go into the debate over assisted suicide than is usually found in the literature. Loughlin also highlights a palliative care approach being used in a Catholic hospital in Oregon that spends more time and resources to address not just the physical aspects of pain management, but the emotional, familial, medical, etc.


Overview of the vocabulary, current situation, and some of the moral issues involved.


The entire issue is devoted to euthanasia.

Discusses some recent court cases and bioethical opinions on physician assisted suicide and removal of life support treatments to clarify the distinction between “killing” and “allowing to die.”


Reflects on the basic issues connected with giving or withholding treatment in end-of-life situations. Though most of his theological context is explicitly Protestant (using the later Paul Ramsey’s work) Meilaender uses what Catholics would call the “ordinary/extraordinary” means principle, which he interprets rather narrowly in regards to PVS patients, and he seems to overlook the possibility that some care which he considers to be morally mandatory might in fact simply be prolonging or maintaining an artificial block to the dying process. Nevertheless, his article is reflective and generally non-polemical in tone.

Meilaender was Professor of Religion at Oberlin College and currently holds the Board of Directors Chair in Christian Ethics at Valparaiso University, Indiana.


Paris outlines the history of doctor–patient relations to end-of-life decisions from the time of Hippocrates to the present, underscoring the contributions that the basic approach of Jesuit casuistry can bring to the discussion.

Paris teaches at Boston College.


Series of articles on various aspects of the issue of suicide.


Published on the occasion of the Festschrift given to Bernard Häring, C.Ss.R. in this
volume of Studia Moralia.


Discusses and critiques Peter Singer's concept of personhood and its implications for active and passive euthanasia.


Statement of the United States Catholic Bishops on abortion and euthanasia approved during their June 1995 meeting in Chicago.


The entire issue is devoted to euthanasia.


******

*Books on Death & Dying, Euthanasia and/or Suicide*
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After a discussion of various definitions of suicide, he describes the prevalence of suicide in the ancient world, the Judeo-Christian response, and the emergence of suicide in Japan, India, and the West from the Renaissance to the 20th century. He then examines contemporary literature on suicide; Catholic teaching; suicide as a voluntary decision; the principles regarding the use of analgesic therapy; the social dynamics of suicide; and suicide and pastoral care.


Beckwith teaches philosophy at the University of Nevada and Geisler is an author.


Brody is the Professor of Biomedical Ethics and director of the center for Medical Ethics and Health Policy at Baylor College of Medicine.


Dolores Christie teaches at John Carroll University.


Proposes a “Rite of Christian Commitment to the Terminally Ill.”


Supports the mother's right to abortion and the individual's right to euthanasia.


From the publisher’s advertisement: examines the medical, ethical, theological, pastoral, and legal issues surrounding death and dying from a Christian perspective. Her work is informed by insights from patients, their families, and health care staff and results in a book that will ably assist professionals, patients, and their families in making difficult end-of-life decisions.


Gomez, Carlos. Regulating Death: Euthanasia and the Case of the Netherlands. Free Press,

Gula was for many years Professor of Moral Theology at St. Patrick's Seminary in Menlo Park, California (San Francisco Archdiocese), and then Professor of Moral Theology at the Franciscan School of Theology in Berkeley before his retirement.


Contributions from twenty experts in the field.


Manning is a physician turned priest, and considers the arguments each side uses in this debate on self-determination, compassion toward the dying, the distinctions between killing and letting die, the common good, slippery slope, and so on.


Looks at cases in which the moral status of the individual is controversial or in doubt, such as embryos, fetuses, animals, and humans who are irreversibly comatose or demented.


Chapters divided in four sections: Ethics and Theology; The Beginning of Life (Abortion, In-vitro Fertilization, etc.); The End of Life (Euthanasia, Withdrawal of Nutrition and Hydration, etc.); and Community (Marital and Political).

Meilaender was Professor of Religion at Oberlin College at the time of this writing. He currently holds the Board of Directors Chair in Christian Ethics at Valparaiso University, Indiana.


After some introductory material on normative ethics, the authors treat the ethical issues involved in abortion, infanticide, euthanasia, suicide, capital punishment, and war.


Articles giving both pros and cons on euthanasia.


Contains a series of essays on the topic of suicide and euthanasia.

The moving account of one young man and his family's journey from a tragic accident to death.


Presents a Catholic moral theology based on Pope John Paul II and Thomas Aquinas and then applies those principles to contemporary ethical issues.

Scarnecchia is associate professor of human life studies and legal studies at Franciscan University of Steubenville and visiting associate professor of law at Ave Maria School of Law.


Shannon is professor emeritus of religion and social ethics at Worcester Polytechnic Institute.


The authors engage suicide, physician-assisted suicide, euthanasia, capital punishment, abortion, and war as areas where death poses moral challenges.

Lloyd Steffen is professor of religion studies, university chaplain, and director of both the Dialogue Center and the Prison Project at Lehigh University in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. Dennis R. Cooley is professor of philosophy and ethics and Associate Director of the Northern Plains Ethics Institute at North Dakota State University in Fargo, North Dakota.


Doctoral dissertation done under Michael Vertin at the University of Toronto. Part One deals with the accounts of two Canadian ALS (Lou Gehrig's disease) sufferers, Sue Rodriguez and Dennis Kay, who had opposite attitudes towards euthanasia. Oddly, instead of following up on Sue and Dennis in his analysis of Lonergan's thought to the issue of euthanasia, Sullivan changes both patient and medical issue by turning to a hypothetical heart-attack patient named Paul. This is an important missed opportunity to bring the central thesis of his book into sharper relief and leaves the stated central issue of euthanasia on the margins of most of his discussion. Part Two gives a long outline of the role of feelings for value judgments in Western philosophy, while Parts Three and Four
exegete Lonergan's theory of the role of the affect and its possible ramifications for the euthanasia debate. An Afterword gives a personal account of how Lonergan's thought has influenced his own work as a doctor. There are copious footnotes, some helpful diagrams which illustrate Lonergan's epistemology, and a good bibliography on primary and secondary sources on Lonergan, though the entries on euthanasia itself are much sparser.


A quadriplegic and advocate for the rights of the disabled, Tada treats issues of death and dying from a lay perspective to assist the disabled, terminally ill, and their families. Using case histories, including her own effort at suicide as a teenager, she argues that the disabled are particularly susceptible to victimization by right to die advocates. She rejects autonomy, economic, and mercy arguments for such a right. Drawing on the experience of concentration camp survivors, she suggests that the ultimate right is one of attitude—that when we are no longer able to change a situation, we are challenged to change ourselves.


Intended as a text for college or medical school seminars, and contains also three good cases in the appendix.


Deals with the ethical aspects of abortion and euthanasia.

___ . *When It's Right to Die: Conflicting Voices, Difficult Choices.* Mystic CT: Twenty-Third Publications, 199?

********

Reproductive Technologies, Genetics, Cloning, Fetal Experimentation, In-Vitro Fertilization, etc.


Responding to Lauritzen and Vicini’s “Oncofertility and the Boundaries of Moral Reflection,” *Theological Studies* 72 (2011): 116-130, Austriaco “proposes a metaphysical theory positing that the common ensoulment shared by all the cells in a woman’s body is manifested primarily in her immune system’s ability to distinguish her own cells from those of another. Human procreation, to be morally licit, has to involve the giving of one’s gametes, defined, not by their genetic constitution, but by their being part of the immunologically defined self given in the mutual self-gift that is conjugal love.”


Also published as a monograph in *Women and Health* 13 (1/2 1988).


Looks at genetics and the growing evidence that there may be an organic basis for homosexual orientation.

Examines the issues of selective abortion in light of prenatal diagnosis involving different genetic disorders, amniocentesis, CVS, etc. Arguments for selective abortion are rebutted, and Boss challenges the ethical use of prenatal diagnosis itself as a tool for selective abortion.


From the publisher’s advertisement: In the United States alone, 400,000 frozen embryos created for in vitro fertilization exist but are no longer desired for that purpose. What are we morally obliged or permitted to do about these spare embryos? More of their genetic parents are considering donating these embryos to others to gestate and raise. This practice is politically volatile (figuring in debates about embryonic stem cells) and medically and morally complex. At the present time within the Roman Catholic Church there is no official teaching on embryo adoption. Catholic ethical analyses grapple with the way embryo adoption comports with respect for embryonic human life yet challenges Catholic moral critiques of assisted reproductive technologies. This volume is the first to bring together leading philosophers and theologians to engage Catholic debates about embryo adoption in an interactive format. ... The volume also includes a description of embryo adoption from a physician practitioner along with reflections from a couple who successfully adopted an embryo.


Analyzes current uncertainty, arising from recent scientific and technological developments, about the "personhood" of life in the earliest stages of embryonic development, as well as to how human life should be treated in any possible prepersonal stages.
Cahill, a married Roman Catholic mother, 1993 President of the CTSA, and Professor of Theological Ethics at Boston College, studied under James Gustafson at the University of Chicago.


Gives a brief history of the project and outlines some of the main ethical issues in light of Catholic moral teaching, especially social teaching on the common good and public policy.


See paper by Msgr. Elio Sgreccia in the same volume.


Balanced and generally positive analysis of *Dignitas personae*, but with some criticisms in terms of tone, presumed audience, and a rhetoric that tends to perpetuate the polarization between “moral-status-conservatives” and “social-justice liberals.”

Camosy is professor of Christian ethics at Fordham University.


Cioffi, Alfred. *The Fetus as Medical Patient: Moral Dilemmas in Prenatal Diagnosis from*

Doctoral dissertation done under Klaus Demmer, MSC. at the Pontifical Gregorian University in Rome.


Essays by Karen Lebacqz, Stanley Hauerwas, Abigail Evans, David Byers (of the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops), and others.


Though approved by Pope Benedict XVI on 20 June 2008 and back-dated to 8 September, this Instruction was not actually released until 8 December 2008. It is meant to update and confirm the previous Instruction Donum vitae issued twenty years earlier.


Aspects of the Human Genome Project.


Critiques the CDF argument against IVF as poorly based; a better argument would be drawn on the treatment of the embryo or future child, rather than stressing, as the CDF document did, the failure to respect the dignity of the parents as procreators.


Uses a virtue ethics approach, especially prudence and justice, in looking at issues such as genetic screening, gene patenting, gene therapy, genetic counseling, and feminist concerns.


Deals with a range of issues from abortion to wrongful life and responsible procreation, including genetic engineering and obligations to future generations. Using the framework of moral philosophy the author seeks to develop a theory of human identity, deployed in the context of genetic enhancement. He also includes overviews of wrongful life and the nonidentity problem.


Adapted from *Ethics for a Brave New World* by John S. and Paul D. Feinberg (Westchester IL: Crossway, 1993).

Feinberg is Professor of Biblical and Systematic Theology at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School.


Editorial on the report of the successful cloning of an adult sheep.

Fitzgerald was at the time a research professor in molecular genetics at Loyola University’s Cardinal Bernardin Cancer Center in Chicago and now teaches at Georgetown University.


From the publisher’s advertisement: Within the context of Christian and Catholic teaching on creation, sin, redemption and Incarnation, Flaman examines the morality of the foremost ethical issues posed in genetic engineering in a widely encompassing resource
for science and religion teachers, students in grades 7 through 12, university instructors and students, and seminarians. Because of its newsworthy subject matter, it will also be of interest to the wider general public. Topics include cloning, eugenics, genetically engineered food, and biological warfare. This timely and controversial book is a must-read for students and teachers of science and theology. It also includes discussion questions.


Exploring the middle ground between abstract and applied ethics from the perspective of virtue ethics, the author writes out a number of virtues pertinent to genomics related to the area of human reproductive cloning, especially giving special attention to the virtues of curiosity and scepticism.

Fullam is a veterinarian–theologian who teaches theological ethics at the Jesuit School of Theology-Santa Clara.


Fullam is a veterinarian and theological ethicist with a ThD from Harvard, and O’Neill has his PhD in theological ethics from Yale. Both are associate professors at the Jesuit School of Theology Santa Clara.


Galston looks at some of the writings of contemporary Jewish theologians on the issues connected with stem cell to show both important convergences and divergences with some of the underlying theological principles and premises operative in both Catholic and Jewish theology, and the ways in which these similarities and differences might affect public policy approaches to this concrete moral issue.

Galston is professor of Public Affairs at the University of Maryland and Director of the Institute of Philosophy and Public Policy. From 1993 to 1995 he was President Clinton’s deputy assistant for domestic policy.


Grabowski teaches moral theology at Catholic University of America.


Harvey is a medical doctor and ethician.


Janssens claims there are eight fundamental dimensions of the human person: (1) subject; (2) embodied subject; (3) part of the material world; (4) interrelational with other persons; (5) an interdependent social being; (6) historical; (7) equal but unique; (8) called to know and worship God. Classic article for the expression of the principle of totality in the personalist model. Janssens' personalist moral system is critiqued by Brian Johnstone, C.Ss.R. in the latter's "From Physicalism to Personalism," *Studia Moralitatis* 30 (1992): 71-96.

Johnstone, an Australian, was professor of moral theology at the Alphonsianum in Rome for many years and currently teaches at the Catholic University of America in Washington, D.C.


Part of the annual “Notes on Moral Theology” section.


Examines the views of various churches on the subject, especially that of in-vitro fertilization. It is important to keep in mind that this book was written before the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith issued its 1987 Instruction *Donum vitae* which proscribed most reproductive technologies.


Entire issue devoted to this theme.


Lauritzen is professor of religious ethics and director of the Program of Applied Ethics at John Carroll University in Cleveland.


Discusses the ethical issues which arise in possible treatment of oncofertility arising from childhood cancers, and some of the problems and prospects such treatments pose in light of current Church teaching on reproductive technologies as put forth in *Donum vitae* and *Dignitas personae*.


Authors present a careful reflection on unforeseen moral problems for the Catholic moral tradition around issues of conception and the inseparability of the procreative and unitive dimensions that arise with the now possible transplantation of an identical twin of her ovarian tissue to her sister suffering from cancer. For a rather puzzling rebuttal see Nicaonor Pier Giorgio Austriaco, O.P. “An Ovarian Tissue Transplantation and the Metaphysics of Self-Recognition: A Response to Paul Lauritzen and Andrea Vicini.” *Theological Studies* 73 (June 2012): 442-450.


Long teaches at Ave Maria University in Florida.


This book brought together philosophers, theologians, scientists, lawyers, and scholars from across the United States.


Includes chapters on Genes and Gender, Gene Therapy, and Genetization.

MaGill is professor of health-care ethics at the Center for Healthcare Ethics at Duquesne University in Pittsburgh.


Proposes a model of “compassionate interdependence” which calls for an attitude of reverence for the inherent limitations each person possesses in respect to his or her own genetic endowment.
Msgr. McCarthy is rector/president of St. John’s Seminary of Camarillo (Los Angeles Archdiocese).


Seminal article originally published in 1991 on ethical and theological issues involving ensoulment, personhood of the fetus, embryonic research, and the like.


Chapters divided in four sections: Ethics and Theology; The Beginning of Life (Abortion, In-vitro Fertilization, etc.); The End of Life (Euthanasia, Withdrawal of Nutrition and Hydration, etc.); and Community (Marital and Political).

Meilaender was Professor of Religion at Oberlin College and currently holds the Board of Directors Chair in Christian Ethics at Valparaiso University, Indiana.


Multi-disciplinary team of authors address the foundational theological, philosophical and ethical issues connected with many of the issues involved in biotechnological development, as well as deeper cultural and societal perceptions of these issues.


Pellegrino, Edmund D., John Collins Harvey and John P. Langan, eds. Gift of Life: Catholic Scholars Respond to the Vatican Instruction. Washington, D.C.: Georgetown University


Peters is Professor of Systematic Theology at Pacific Lutheran Theological Seminary and the Graduate Theological Union in Berkeley; Lebacqz is Professor Emerita of the Pacific School of Religion and the Graduate Theological Union in Berkeley; Bennett is director of ethics at the Synthetic Biology Engineering Research Center at the University of California, Berkeley.


Peterson argues for the moral permissibility and even advisability of human genetic manipulation in a number of cases in which harmful genetic mutations can be corrected, though his arguments for allowing for genetic enhancement, rather than cures of diseases, is less convincing.

Reviewed by Dolores Christie in *Journal of the Society of Christian Ethics* 33/1 (Spring/Summer 2013): 187-188.


Post is associate professor of bioethics at the Center for Biomedical Ethics, Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland.


Martin Rhonheimer is professor of ethics and political philosophy at the Pontifical University of the Holy Cross (Santa Croce) the Opus Dei school in Rome.


Taking the experience of infertility as a crisis of the self, the spirit, and the body, she argues for the place of reproductive technologies within a temperature, affordable, sustainable, and just health care system.


Presents a Catholic moral theology based on Pope John Paul II and Thomas Aquinas and then applies those principles to contemporary ethical issues.

Scarnecchia is associate professor of human life studies and legal studies at Franciscan University of Steubenville and visiting associate professor of law at Ave Maria School of Law.
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See response by Lisa Cahill in the same volume.


Bishop (now Cardinal) Sgreccia, as the then Secretary of the Pontifical Council for the Family, presents his ethical reflections on the idea of cloning human beings, in the wake of the report of the first human cloning achieved in October 1993 at George Washington University.


Shannon was professor of religion and social ethics at Worcester Polytechnic Institute and Walter is Austin and Ann O’Mally Professor of Bioethics and director of the Bioethics Institute at Loyola Marymount University.


Reviews the scientific literature to help determine when the early human embryo becomes an individual, a single entity, and analyzes the claim to personhood in the light of these findings.


Shannon was professor of religion and social ethics at Worcester Polytechnic Institute.


Part of the annual “Notes on Moral Theology” section.


Seemingly designed as an undergraduate textbook this cross-disciplinary book offers biological, theological, and ethical general background in Part One before turning to a consideration of opportunities, challenges, and risks connected with genetic technologies.

The authors teach biology and theology respectively at Alvernia University in Reading PA.


Walter is currently professor of bioethics at Loyola Marymount University in Los Angeles.


Part of the annual “Notes on Moral Theology” section.

This book, edited by Brent Waters and Robert Cole-Turner, grew out two public gatherings. The first was an October 2001 research colloquy on the “Ethics of Human Embryonic Stem Cell Research,” held at Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary in Evanston, Illinois and which was co-sponsored by the Center for Ethics and Values and Science and Spirit magazine. The second was a panel discussion on “The Moral Status of the Embryo” held at the National Press Club in Washington D.C. in February 2002 and sponsored by the Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life. The book is divided into three parts and contains an appendix which includes a cross-section of various official religious statements regarding stem cell research as well as the statement on human cloning by the President’s Council on Bioethics. Part One deals with frameworks for the debate, Part Two turns to the moral status of embryos, and Part Three considers some of the ethical issues connected with research.


Waters is director of the Center for Ethics and Values, and assistant professor of Christian Social Ethics at Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary. Cole-Turner is the Professor of Theology and Ethics at Pittsburgh Theological Seminary and a ordained minister in the Church of Christ.


Reflection on the Christian moral life of selected bioethical issues (mostly in the area of biotechnology and stem cell research) in light of the doctrine of the incarnation.


Pastoral Letter by the Bishop of Pittsburgh dated 22 February 2005 and released on March 11th of that year. Wuerl in particular attacks the principle of the “end justifies the means” in the stem cell research debate, and argues for utilization of alternative sources of stem cells such as adult stem cells.

********
Health Care Issues and Professional Medical Ethics


Designed as a basic textbook for college undergraduates, which has been widely used in many seminary settings as well. It is useful to get a good overview of the general principles though the authors do not adequately and completely articulate the moral theories with which they disagree (such as proportionalism), nor do they acknowledge or examine the debates concerning some of their own ethical premises (such as the debate over intrinsically evil acts). At the conclusion of each chapter the authors offer several “Cases for Evaluation,” though these are by and large constructed to illustrate a single “right” answer based on moral principles, and often seem to pay insufficient attention the complexity of morally relevant features and the nuance of a sound pastoral response which would be found in most real-life situations.


Sister Jean DeBlois, a nurse–ethician, joins Frs. Ashley and O’Rourke in this popular, if somewhat conservative “Catholic” treatment of health-care ethics. The authors base their approach and discussion on the Catholic Magisterium and the Ethical and Religious Directives for Catholic Health Services Directives promulgated by the United States Catholic Conference of Bishops. In the treatment of the case of an ectopic pregnancy (cf. p. 82) the authors explicitly hold that the direct removal of the fetus (as distinguished from the removal of the fallopian tube with the fetus inside) is morally licit and not a direct abortion, and would be in accord with Directive 48 of the Ethical and Religious Directives for Catholic Health Services. The book has an imprimatur from the Vicar General of the Archdiocese of Chicago and lists Rev. Patrick Boyle, S.J. as Censor.


Reviewed by J. Brian Benestad in America 168 (22 May 1993): 20;22.

Bullock, Bishop William. "Assessing Burdens and Benefits of Medical Care." Origins 21 (30

Presented as the 1986 Bellarmine Lecture at St. Louis University.

Cahill, a married Roman Catholic mother, 1993 President of the CTSA, and Professor of Theological Ethics at Boston College, studied under James Gustafson at the University of Chicago.


Example of pre-Vatican II biomedical ethical and pastoral directives.


Revised doctoral dissertation that gives a very carefully articulation of the anthropology of Thomas Aquinas, his understanding of the common good, and then brings this into conversation with hermeneutical theory and a liberationist approach to feminist ethics. The final chapter, “The Retrieved Principle of the Common Good and Health Care in the United States,” applies this Thomistic and feminist understanding to argue that health care should be considered a fundamental human right.


With a PhD from Louvain, Devettere teaches health care ethics at Emmanuel College and as an adjunct at Boston College and is a member of the ethics committee at Newton-Wellesley Hospital in Boston.


Consists of five sections: 1) preliminary questions for moral decision-making; 2) questions relating to the beginning of life; 3) questions regarding illness and disease; 4) end of life issues; and 5) general health-care issues.


Patrick Dunn, M.D., is an obstetrician and gynecologist in Auckland, New Zealand. He bases his teaching on natural law and official Catholic teaching. The topics he treats include: some basic principles of Christian medical ethics; official ethics codes; doctor-patient relationships; death and euthanasia; abnormal children; reproduction; contraception; sterilization; abortion; homosexuality; fertility; pregnancy and delivery; and sexology.


Issues discussed include death and dying, truth-telling, confidentiality, and physician-patient relationships. The ethical theory employed is based on the principles of virtue ethics taken from Plato, Aristotle, Thomas Aquinas, the Scottish 'moral sense' philosophers, William James, John Dewey, as well as some contemporary ethicists. Case studies based on contemporary medical practice are interspersed throughout the text.


Contains ninety articles on a wide range of issues in health care ethics. Each of the one hundred contributors was asked to consider the "four principles" of health care-autonomy, beneficence, nonmaleficence, and justice-and their application. The articles are grouped under five headings: 1) Approaches to Applied Health Care Ethics (the "four principles" and the views of Catholics, Anglicans, Jews, Muslims, Buddhists, Humanists, feminists, etc.); 2) Relationships (the doctor patient relationship, consent, confidentiality, etc.); 3) Moral Problems (abortion, pediatrics, the elderly, euthanasia, etc.); 4) Health Care Ethics and Society (health-care management, medical research, drug addiction, AIDS, etc.); 5) Problems of Scientific Advance (genetic manipulation, transplants, brainstem death, animal experimentation, etc.). A 42-page index provides access.

Dr. Gillon is director, Imperial College Health Service; visiting professor of medical ethics, St. Mary's Hospital Medical School; and editor of the Journal of Medical Ethics. Ann Lloyd, technical editor of the Journal of Medical Ethics, is also a freelance journalist.


Cet article présente et analyse la Charte éthique publiée en décembre 1989 par l'Université Catholique de Louvain. Il en montre le souci de rejoindre les problèmes
réels, mais aussi les imprécisions et les insuffisances morales graves. Il en constate enfin les désaccords avec la doctrine de l'Eglise.


Briefly considers various interpretations of the principle of justice as it relates to health care and then outlines a “virtue theory of just case as an alternative to utilitarian, contract, principle and feminist theories in biomedical ethics” which is then illustrated with a neonatal case.

At this writing Iozzio taught ethics at Barry University in Florida.


Presentation of the method of casuistry for the medical profession.


Discusses the ways in which Catholic theology can contribute to the debate on health care.


Discusses the British case of Tony Bland, a victim of the Hillsborough soccer disaster, who had been in an irreversible coma for four years and who died at age 22 after his feeding machine was switched off. Kelly discusses this case against the background of Roman Catholic medical ethics and argues that the decision to forego further medical treatment was in fact in accord with the tradition of Roman Catholic medical ethics.

Kelly is a moral theologian who lectured for many years at Heythrop College while pastor of a poor parish in Liverpool.


Another exposition of Kelly's reflections on the Tony Bland case.


Statement underlines that health care is a basic human right, and whose responsibility which is shared through all levels and institutions of society and not just individuals themselves, adding that no one should be denied health care because of inability to pay.


Considers the impact of “duress” in reference to provisions for sterilizations in Catholic health care partnerships.


Consideration of health care issues, disclosure to employees, etc.


Reviewed by Mary Jo Iozzo in *Theological Studies* 62 (March 2001): 186-188. Lavastida is president and rector of Notre Dame Seminary in New Orleans.


May, William F. *The Patient's Ordeal*. University of Indiana Press, 199?

Discusses the predicament of patients who confront catastrophic illness, the conflict between physicians' paternalism and patients' autonomy, challenges the medical profession's principle of "unconditional fight against biological death," and also describes a set of virtues and vices for the elderly.


McCormick (died 2000) was the John A. O'Brien Professor of Christian Ethics at the University of Notre Dame.


McCormick discusses ten cultural biases which impact negatively in American society in terms of a Christian moral appreciation of the real issues in various aspects of health care.


McIntyre teaches theology at Duquesne University.


Chapters divided in four sections: Ethics and Theology; The Beginning of Life (Abortion, In-vitro Fertilization, etc.); The End of Life (Euthanasia, Withdrawal of Nutrition and Hydration, etc.); and Community (Marital and Political).

Meilaender was Professor of Religion at Oberlin College and currently holds the Board of Directors Chair in Christian Ethics at Valparaiso University, Indiana.


Response to Kevin Wildes’ “Ordinary and Extraordinary Means and the Quality of Life.”
Meilaender argues that in cases when others must make decisions for incapacitated patients judgments based on “quality of life” are inappropriate and must be avoided in order to respect the patient’s actual condition.


Fr. O'Rourke is professor of medical ethics at the St. Louis University School of Medicine, and Fr. Brodeur is a priest of the Diocese of Providence and senior vice president for stewardship, SSM Health Care System, in St. Louis. The first volume came out of their efforts to build education and research programs in health care ethics at St. Louis U., while the second volume seeks to continue this work, and to reach a wider audience by addressing contemporary problems arising from scientific research, medical practice and health care.


Parsons, Patricia, and Parsons, Arthur, M.D. Hippocrates Now! Is Your Doctor Ethical?.

67
Designed as a general introduction to issues in contemporary medical ethics.


Through an examination of a virtue-based ethics, this book proposes a theological view of medical ethics that helps the Christian physician reconcile faith, reason, and professional duty.

Poole, Joyce. *The Harm We Do: A Catholic Doctor Confronts Church, Moral, and Medical Teaching*. Mystic CT: Twenty-Third Publications, 199?


Survey of the ethical literature regarding the treatment and/or non-treatment of handicapped newborns.


Sweet is Chancellor of United Theological Seminary in Dayton, OH.


Argues that the discussion over health care should begin with a reconceptualization of some of the issues and attendant myths regarding national or universal health care.

Welch is a professor in the School of Labor and Industrial Relations at Michigan State.


Reviewed by J. Brian Benestad in *America* 168 (22 May 1993): 20;22.

******

Sustaining Life, Nutrition & Hydration


http://www.usfca.edu/fac-staff/bretzkesj/InterpretingMagisterialEndOfLifeTeachings.pdf

The struggle over the removal of the feeding tube of Terri Schiavo, the Florida woman who has been in a PVS condition for thirteen years, has occasioned a great deal of attention and debate in the ethical, political, and religious arenas. Numerous op ed pieces and longer position papers have appeared over the last several months. The Catholic Bishops of Florida have also entered the fray with a statement which seems to come down on the side of Terri’s parents and Governor Jeb Bush. However, the Florida Bishops’ statement also seems either to have overlooked, or rendered a rather problematic assessment in regards to an important dimension of the traditional principle of ordinary
and extraordinary means which has been widely employed in health care ethics. This overlooked aspect is the notion of burden of treatment. This article gives a brief rehearsal of the ordinary/extraordinary means principle as it relates to the Terri Schiavo case and provide of brief summary of some of the representative assessments that have appeared in the press. The major focus of the article, though, centers in on the notion of burden of treatment and will use a position adopted by the Philippine Bishops in the Filipino Catechism to critique the position adopted by the Florida Bishops. Furthermore, the conflicting ecclesial positions will also help to illustrate in greater depth some of the issues regarding the claims and competencies of Church authorities when they enter into a particular case with the aim of providing moral guidance.


Following Callahan's initial article (pp. 13-15), individual critical responses are offered by Gilbert Meilaender, Christine Whitbeck, Msgr. William B. Smith, M. Therese Lysaught, William E. May, and Eric Cassell, plus a response to the responses by Callahan.

Caplan, Arthur L., McCartney, James J., and Sisti, Dominic A., eds. The Case of Terri Schiavo:
Contains a Foreword by Jay Wolfson, Terri Schiavo’s Court-appointed Guardian Ad Litem, as well as a wide variety of articles detailing the medical, moral, legal, and ecclesial issues connected with the Terri Schiavo case, and representing a range of positions on these various aspects.


Also found in *Origins* 21 (30 January 1992): 541.

Argues that termination of nutrition and hydration of patients in a persistent vegetative state (PVS) is "euthanasia by omission," and therefore cannot be morally tolerated.

Several other articles on this issue by conservative moralists in this same issue of *Linacre Quarterly*. For a different point of view, and a critique of the Pennsylvania Bishops see Richard A. McCormick, S.J. "'Moral Considerations' Ill Considered." *America* 166 (14 March 1992): 210-214. McCormick argues that the bishops' statement disagrees with other episcopal statements and is an overly specific application of general moral principles of a controverted case, and therefore cannot enjoy the same magisterial authority as a more general statement.


Coleman’s excellent article on the Catholic Church’s principle of ordinary and extraordinary means is developed in reference to the Terri Schiavo PVS case in Florida.

Coleman is Rector–President of St. Patrick’s Seminary in Menlo Park, California (Archdiocese of San Francisco).

Essentially the same article first appeared under the title “Moral Questions of Nutrition and Hydration” in *Catholic San Francisco* (12 December 2003).

Connolly, Robert G., M.D. “Terri Schiavo Case–A Complex Medical and Moral Reality.”
Dr. Connolly suggests that the “pro-life” support in the Schiavo case is misdirected in demonizing opponents of maintaining artificial nutrition and hydration in her case, since this support overlooks and/or oversimplifies many of the key medical aspects of the Schiavo condition, especially in misconstruing what constitutes “burden” and “ordinary/extraordinary means.”


One of several other articles on this issue by conservative moralists in this same issue of *Linacre Quarterly*, as well as the statement of the Catholic Bishops of Pennsylvania, "Nutrition and Hydration: Moral Considerations."


While agreeing “in principle” with Pope John Paul II’s position enunciated in the latter’s 20 March 2004 address to the Participants in the International Congress on "Life-sustaining Treatments and Vegetative State: Scientific Advances and Ethical Dilemmas," Ford argues that a concrete medical assessment of a PVS patient’s condition might warrant the withholding of artificial hydration and nutrition on the grounds that it is not in this or that specific case an instance of “ordinary means.” Ford’s brief piece is quite good for outlining some of the pertinent medical issues that need to be taken into consideration in assessing what constitutes burden and ordinary means in the PVS scenario. A brief rebuttal to Ford in the form of a side-bar entitled “In Defence of Just Being” is offered by Dr. Helen Watt, the director of the Linacre Center for Healthcare Ethics in London.

Ford is director of the Caroline Chisholm Centre for Health Ethics in Melbourne.


In light of the Terri Schiavo case the authors rehearse the Catholic tradition in regards to hydration and nutrition and then consider two principal ways in which that tradition is being revised by recent magisterial and theological pronouncements (including Pope John
Paul II’s March 20, 2004 address to the Participants in the International Congress on "Life-sustaining Treatments and Vegetative State: Scientific Advances and Ethical Dilemmas." Finally the authors conclude with a reflection on the ramifications of these revisions.

Hamel is senior director for ethics of the Catholic Health Association, St. Louis, and Panicola is vice president of ethics of SSM Health Care, St. Louis.


In this address the Pope asserts that artificial hydration and nutrition is not a medical treatment but a basic and natural means of preserving life, and thus is always morally obligatory. This address occasioned great debate among moral theologians, bioethicists, and health care professionals since it represented a substantial shift in the Church’s understanding of the assessment of ordinary and extraordinary means, and would have a great number of practical ramifications for a host of other issues, such as allocation of scarce health care resources, advanced health care directives, and the like.


“The refusal of aggressive treatment is neither a rejection of the patient nor of his or her life. Indeed, the object of the decision on whether to begin or to continue a treatment has nothing to do with the value of the patient's life, but rather with whether such medical intervention is beneficial for the patient. The possible decision either not to start or to halt a treatment will be deemed ethically correct if the treatment is ineffective or obviously disproportionate to the aims of sustaining life or recovering health. Consequently, the decision to forego aggressive treatment is an expression of the respect that is due to the patient at every moment."

Discusses the British case of Tony Bland, a victim of the Hillsborough soccer disaster, who had been in an irreversible coma for four years and who died at age 22 after his feeding machine was switched off.

Kelly is a moral theologian who lectures at Heythrop and also is pastor of a poor parish in Liverpool.


Overview of the Roman Catholic position on ordinary and extraordinary means, patient-doctor professional relationships, grounding these principles in fundamental moral theology, and drawing out some conclusions for a false understanding of this principle in the light of contemporary technological developments.

Kopfensteiner did his doctorate under Klaus Demmer, M.S.C. at the Pontifical Gregorian University in Rome, and teaches Christian ethics at Fordham University.


Good overview of the basic moral issues involved in a Christian attitude towards death, as well as practical ethical guidelines in approaching patient care in situations such as PVS.


Lavastida is president and rector of Notre Dame Seminary in New Orleans.


One of several other articles on this issue by conservative moralists in this same issue of *Linacre Quarterly*, as well as the statement of the Catholic Bishops of Pennsylvania, "Nutrition and Hydration: Moral Considerations."


Critiques the statement issued on 12 December 1991 of the Pennsylvania bishops entitled "Nutrition and Hydration: Moral Considerations" (*Origins* 30 January 1992). McCormick argues that the bishops' statement disagrees with other episcopal statements and is an overly specific application of general moral principles of a controverted case, and therefore cannot enjoy the same magisterial authority as a more general statement.


One of several papers given at the International Congress on "Life-sustaining Treatments and Vegetative State: Scientific Advances and Ethical Dilemmas" in March 2004 in Rome.


Reflection on the medical/moral issues surrounding the persistent vegetative state. Reprinted in *Journal of Contemporary Health Law & Policy* 15 (Spring 1999).

O’Rourke, Kevin, O.P. “Reflections on the Papal Allocution Concerning Care for PVS Patients.” ND (but received in 2005).


One of several other articles on this issue by conservative moralists in this same issue of *Linacre Quarterly*, as well as the statement of the Catholic Bishops of Pennsylvania, "Nutrition and Hydration: Moral Considerations."


Evaluation of Pope John Paul II’s March, 2004 address on artificial hydration and nutrition, using the genre of a feedback to a doctoral student’s dissertation project.

Tuohey holds the chair in applied health-care ethics at Providence St. Vincent Medical Center in Portland, Oregon.


This brief article is a rebuttal to Norman Ford’s piece entitled “The Debate Goes On” in the same issue of *The Tablet* in which Ford takes a nuanced position regarding the possible withdrawal of artificial hydration and nutrition in some PVS patients, even in light of Pope John Paul II’s 20 March 2004 address to the Participants in the International Congress on "Life-sustaining Treatments and Vegetative State: Scientific Advances and Ethical Dilemmas" in which the Pope claims that artificial hydration and nutrition is not a medical treatment and should *always* therefore be considered ordinary means and morally obligatory.

Dr. Helen Watt, the director of the Linacre Center for Healthcare Ethics in London.


Deals with the ethical aspects of abortion and euthanasia.


*******
Pregnancy Dilemma Issues (Ectopic, Hysterectomy, Tubal Ligation, Uterine Isolation, etc.)

**N.B.** See also the section Phoenix 2009-2010 “Abortion” Case To Save Life of the Mother [this section is under construction so check back later for updates]


In light of recent defenses of the use of salpingostomy and methotrexate in treating ectopic pregnancies by otherwise conservative Catholic ethicists, such as William E. May, Christopher Kaczor, and Martin Rhonheimer, OD the article examines their arguments for the revised assessments to determine whether there are sound reasons to believe that these two methods do not constitute the direct and immediate killing of innocent human beings before concluding in the negative and calling upon a definitive proclamation by the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith on this *Quaestio disputata*.

Anderson is an obstetrician and gynecologist; Fastiggi, is a professor of systematic theology at Sacred Heart Major Seminary in Detroit; Hargroder, MD, is a bariatric, and trauma surgeon; Howard is a Catholic priest and a graduate student in moral theology and bioethics at the Catholic University of America and Kischer, is a professor emeritus of human embryology at the University of Arizona College of Medicine in Tucson.


[https://www2.bc.edu/james-bretzke/PhoenixCaseNotHeardMoralTriangle.ppsx](https://www2.bc.edu/james-bretzke/PhoenixCaseNotHeardMoralTriangle.ppsx)

This presentation was reported in the June 8, 2012 online version of the National Catholic Reporter and a further report is found in the 2012 Proceedings of the CTSA, available online at [http://ejournals.bc.edu/ojs/index.php/ctsa/issue/view/235/showToc](http://ejournals.bc.edu/ojs/index.php/ctsa/issue/view/235/showToc)


The CDF replied that a hysterectomy could not be performed to avert future pregnancy even if it is probably foreseen that such a pregnancy might endanger the life or health of the mother, since this would amount to a case of direct sterilization, which is always illicit.

Gives an overview of the current treatment options for ectopic pregnancies and discusses each of these options from the perspective of the principle of the double effect and direct and indirect abortion.


Very critical of removal of the fetus in ectopic pregnancies–calling it a “direct abortion” and asking for a strong condemnation of this practice by the CDF.


After reviewing in a remarkably balanced manner the facts of the Phoenix case and the particular arguments pro and con for allowing for the termination of the pregnancy to save the life of the mother Magill concludes by outlining his own position that the principle of the double effect clarifies that “causing the death of the fetus” while avoiding a direct physical on it constitutes an indirect and unintended side effect and therefore is justified in traditional Catholic bioethical reasoning. The article has numerous footnotes that present virtually all of the responsible relevant literature on the case to date.

MaGill is professor of health-care ethics at the Center for Healthcare Ethics at Duquesne University in Pittsburgh.


In the aftermath of the CDF ruling O'Donnell recants his earlier position on the acceptability of this procedure. However, he gives no arguments, other than the fact of the Vatican statement, for his change of position.

News chronicle of a woman, Carrie DeKlyen, suffering from brain cancer who elected to forgo chemotherapy to protect her unborn daughter who in turn died shortly after Carrie (on life support) delivered her by Caesarian section.


Using the well-known 2009 “Phoenix ‘Abortion’ Case” Prusak re-examines the traditional text-book rendition of the 4 criteria of the principal of the double effect, and argues that from a philosophical perspective the criterion that “the evil effect in question may not be the means to the good effect” does not stand up to critical philosophical inquiry. Rather than do away entirely with PDE reasoning and casuistry, Prusak calls for a revision of the problematic criterion.

Prusak teaches at Villanova University.


A study originally commissioned by the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith in 2000 and which was ordered published (first in German) “so that the theses it contains could be discussed by specialists.” While Rhonheimer does not follow what he considers to be a “weighing of goods” approach to moral analysis (which he identifies as the theory of proportionalism condemned in *Veritatis splendor*) he does take issue with traditionalistic arguments that in his view are now “obsolete,” “outdated,” and ultimately misconstrue the correct meaning of discerning the distinction between “direct” and “indirect” in terms of abortion.

Rhonheimer is professor of moral theology at Santa Croce, the Opus Dei school in Rome.


See the critique of Martin Rhonheimer, O.D. in footnote 12, pp. 6-7 in the latter’s *Vital Conflicts in Medical Ethics: A Virtue Approach to Craniotomy and Tubal Pregnancies*, ed. William F. Murphy, Jr. (Washington, D.C.: The Catholic University Press of America, 2009), of some of the Cardinal’s reasoning on abortion in cases in which
Sgreccia maintains that if it is only possible to save the mother rather than the child then both mother and child should be sacrificed.


********

Phoenix 2009-2010 “Abortion” Case To Save Life of the Mother [this section is under construction so check back later for updates]

N.B. See also the section Pregnancy Dilemma Issues (Ectopic, Hysterectomy, Tubal Ligation, Uterine Isolation, etc.) for related treatment of the theoretical bioethical issues outside of the context of the Phoenix case.


American Life League. "Abortion, Dissension, and Excommunication." YouTube video. 15 June 2010. Found at the following URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D1_UX1cTCx4

_____. "We Support Bishop Olmsted in His Defense of Catholic Teaching on Abortion and Human Personhood." 2010. Online letter to Bishop Thomas J. Olmsted. Found at the following URL: http://www.supportolmsted.com

Beattie, Tina. "In the Balance." The Tablet Web site. 5 June 2010. Found at the following URL: http://www.thetablet.co.uk/article/14789


80
The writer is president of the Catholic Physicians Guild of Phoenix.


Factsheet released by CHW following the termination of a pregnancy of a woman suffering from acute pulmonary hypertension by doctors at St. Joseph's Hospital, Phoenix, AZ.

Catholic Healthcare West administrators for mission and/or ethics. E-mail to bishops with CHW hospitals in their dioceses. 27 May 2010.

Catholic News Agency Staff. "Phoenix bishop receives worldwide support for stand on abortion." Catholic News Agency/EWTN News. 26 May 2010. Found at the following URL:

Catholic News Service. "Nun excommunicated, loses hospital post over decision on abortion." Catholic News Service Web site. 18 May 2010. Found at the following URL:
http://www.catholicnews.com/data/stories/cns/1002085.htm


Cavanaugh, who teaches philosophy at the University of San Francisco, first critiques the approach of Germain Grisez’s defense of craniotomies to save the life of the mother, as well as the “vital conflicts” reasoning of Martin Rhonheimer, O.D. and then dismisses efforts of bioethicians such as M. Therese Lyessaught to use this reasoning analogously to support decision of the St. Joseph’s Hospital ethics board in Phoenix to terminate the pregnancy of a woman in 2009 who was dying from pulmonary hypertension. Cavanaugh finishes by invoking Pope John Paul II’s notion of “moral martyrdom” found in Veritatis splendor that he applies to this case concluding that the Phoenix case would be a good exemplar of “the position that there are certain acts from which one ought to refrain, regardless of the outcomes” and that “[m]oral martyrs witness to justice, its ubiquitous reach, and its absolute demands” (p. 463).

Clancy, Michael. "Nun at St. Joseph's Hospital rebuked over abortion to save woman." Arizona Republic Web site. 19 May 2010. Found at the following URL:
Nun excommunicated for allowing abortion." National Catholic Reporter Web site. 18 May 2010. Found at the following URL:  


Doyle, Fr. Thomas P. "Shades of grey in a world of apparent absolutes." National Catholic Reporter Web site. 26 May 2010. Found at the following URL:  

Ehrich, Fr. John. "Abortion performed at St. Joseph's Hospital." Respect Life 1, no. 1 (June/July 2010). Found at the following URL: 

The author has an STL in moral theology from the Alphonsianum in Rome and is the medical ethics director for the Diocese of Phoenix.

Filteau, Jerry. "Bishops' doctrine committee: 'direct abortion always wrong.'" National Catholic Reporter Web site. 24 June 2010. Found at the following URL: 

_____ . "Gray areas of excommunication." National Catholic Reporter Web site. 22 June 2010. Found at the following URL:  
http://ncronline.org/news/faith-parish/gray-areas-excommunication


Fullam is a veterinarian and teaches moral theology at the Jesuit School of Theology in Berkeley, CA.

Gallicchio, Grant. "Everything you need to know about the case of Sr. Margaret McBride." DotCommonweal. Entry posted 23 June 2010. Found at the following URL: 
http://www.commonwealmagazine.org/blog/?p=8811

Hagerty, Barbara Bradley. "Nun Excommunicated For Allowing Abortion." National Public Radio Web site. 19 May 2010. Found at the following URL:  

Kaveny, Cathleen. "What If Bishop Olmsted Had Been The Decider?" DotCommonweal. Entry posted 21 May 2010. Found at the following URL:  
http://www.commonwealmagazine.org/blog/?p=8437
Kaveny is professor of law and theology at the University of Notre Dame.


Lysaught, a bioethicist at Marquette University, submitted this extended analysis of the Phoenix case at the request of Catholic Healthcare West, the parent institution of St. Joseph's Hospital. It was transmitted to Bishop Olmsted who acknowledged receipt of the analysis but ultimately decided the analysis was incorrect.


After reviewing in a remarkably balanced manner the facts of the Phoenix case and the particular arguments pro and con for allowing for the termination of the pregnancy to save the life of the mother Magill concludes by outlining his own position that the principle of the double effect clarifies that “causing the death of the fetus” while avoiding a direct physical on it constitutes an indirect and unintended side effect and therefore is justified in traditional Catholic bioethical reasoning. The article has numerous footnotes that present virtually all of the responsible relevant literature on the case to date.

MaGill is professor of health-care ethics at the Center for Healthcare Ethics at Duquesne University in Pittsburgh.

Martin, James, S.J. "Canon Lawyer: Sister's Excommunication 'Null and Void.'" *In All Things*. Entry posted 17 June 2010. Found at the following URL: [http://www.americamagazine.org/blog/entry.cfm?blog_id=2&entry_id=3013](http://www.americamagazine.org/blog/entry.cfm?blog_id=2&entry_id=3013)


O'Brien, Jon. "Diocese of Phoenix Maligrs Nun, Errs on Canon Law." *RH Reality Check*. Entry posted 20 May 2010. Found at the following URL: [http://www.rhrealitycheck.org/content/diocese-phoenix-maligrs-nun-errs-can](http://www.rhrealitycheck.org/content/diocese-phoenix-maligrs-nun-errs-can)
O'Rourke, Kevin, O.P.  "Complications; A Catholic Hospital, a Pregnant Mother, and a Questionable Excommunication." America (2-9August 2010): 15-16. Also found on the America Web site (posted 2 August 2010):  
http://www.americamagazine.org/content/article.cfm?article_id=12399

_____. "What Happened in Phoenix?" America Web site. 21 June 2010. Found at the following URL:  
http://www.americamagazine.org/content/article.cfm?article_id=12348&comments=1#readcomments [Later published in a print edition of America]


Using the well-known 2009 “Phoenix ‘Abortion’ Case” Prusak re-examines the traditional text-book rendition of the 4 criteria of the principal of the double effect, and argues that from a philosophical perspective the criterion that “the evil effect in question may not be the means to the good effect” does not stand up to critical philosophical inquiry. Rather than do away entirely with PDE reasoning and casuistry, Prusak calls for a revision of the problematic criterion.

Prusak teaches at Villanova University.

Roberts, Tom. "Ethicists fault bishop's action in Phoenix abortion case." National Catholic Reporter Web site. 8 June 2010. Found at the following URL:  

Tammeus, Bill. "Thomas J. Olmsted: Portrait of a policy-driven bishop." National Catholic Reporter Web site. 3 June 2010. Found at the following URL:  

United States Conference of Catholic Bishops Committee on Doctrine. "The Distinction between


********

Miscellaneous Issues


Argues that the only morally licit method for obtaining sperm for semen analysis is through the use of a perforated silastic sheath.


From the publisher’s advertisement: looks at the emotionally charged and expensive world of the neonatal intensive care unit to examine the hard truth about health care rationing in the United States. While fully affirming the human worth of even the tiniest baby, Camosy maintains that all people have equal dignity and should have an equal right to a proportionate share of community health care resources. Readers may find Camosy’s arguments provocative, even troubling — but the conversation he draws them into is one that cannot be ignored.

Camosy is very involved with the pro-life movement and teaches at Fordham.

Caplan, Arthur L., ed. When Medicine Went Mad: Bioethics and the Holocaust. Totowa NJ:


In the light of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith’s 2008 Instruction on Certain Bioethical Questions, Dignitas personae, and Benedict XVI’s 2009 social Encyclical Charity in Truth, Caritatis in veritate, authors first look at embryonic stem cell research and HIV/AIDS prevention and treatment before turning to public policy implications in religiously pluralistic societies.

Fullam is a veterinarian and theological ethicist with a ThD from Harvard, and O’Neill has his PhD in theological ethics from Yale. Both are associate professors at the Jesuit School of Theology Santa Clara.


Discusses religious aspects of suffering, the problem of evil, etc.


At this writing Iozzio is a professor of Christian ethics at the Boston College School of Theology & Ministry.


Looks at questions such as harvesting organs in limit cases and related topics.

Jensen is associate professor of philosophy at the University of St. Thomas in Houston specializing in ethics and medieval philosophy.


Against Cardinal Cormac Murphy-O’Connor and William May, Kaczor argues that the separation of Jodie and Mary was morally licit, though not morally obligatory.


This book examines specifically what differences between persons are relevant to the distribution of any scarce resource, discussing for example, the distribution (and acquisition) of bodily organs for transplantation.


The second volume begins with a discussion of the questions of moral (in)equivalence of killing and letting die, harming and not aiding, intending and foreseeing harm, and also focuses on the methodology used in analyzing these questions. Part II of this volume offers an examination of the so-called Survival Lottery and Trolley Problem, and some other closely related dilemma situations, for the purpose of developing a principled account of when harming some to save others is permissible and impermissible. Part III is concerned with the further examination of the relation between restrictions on conduct.
and prerogatives not to make sacrifices, and the contrast between a victim-focused and agent-relative account of rights.


Considers the impact of “duress” in reference to provisions for sterilizations in Catholic health care partnerships.


Meilaender was Professor of Religion at Oberlin College at this writing. He currently holds the Board of Directors Chair in Christian Ethics at Valparaiso University, Indiana.


Nielsen is professor of philosophy at the University of Calgary, Alberta.

Author supplied abstract: In late 2015, an increase in the number of infants born with microcephaly in poor communities in northeast Brazil prompted investigation of antenatal Zika infection as the cause. Zika now circulates in 69 countries, and has affected pregnancies of women in 29 countries. Public health officials, policymakers, and international organizations are considering interventions to address health consequences of the Zika epidemic. To date, public health responses have focused on mosquito vector eradication, sexual and reproductive health services, knowledge and technology including diagnostic test and vaccine development, and health system preparedness. We summarize responses to date and apply human rights and related principles including nondiscrimination, participation, the legal and policy context, and accountability to identify shortcomings and to offer suggestions for more equitable, effective, and sustainable Zika responses.


Contains a series of essays on the topic of neo-natal ethical issues.


This book considers the major social and cultural consequences of recent developments in high technology medicine. Many developments at the frontiers of medicine are challenging our ideas about when life begins and ends, and the possibilities in between. They require a re-examination of our understanding of the nature of social life and our cultural identity.


Part of the annual “Notes on Moral Theology” issue.

Ryan teaches theological ethics at the University of Notre Dame.


From the author supplied English abstract of the Italian article: Astrobiology «studies the origin and evolution of life on Earth and the possible variety of life elsewhere». It is an interdisciplinary field of scientific research in rapid development. A team of scholars, composed of theologians and astrobiologists has been investigating the social implications of this new branch of science. Their findings have become an opportunity to evaluate how scientific research is conducted today and to propose, in this regard, a number of ethical paradigms. In addition, to understand whether and how theology and astrobiology can be mutually supportive; in particular whether and how astrobiological research can promote a theological understanding of creation, and of human life founded on, and animated by, the Incarnation.

Vicini, a pediatrician and theological ethicist, looks at a range of biotechnological developments that have helped shaped contemporary ethical discourse, especially in the areas of neurosciences, oncofertility and synthetic biology.

Vicini teaches at the Boston College School of Theology & Ministry.


Walter is Professor of Bioethics at Loyola Marymount University, Los Angeles.


*******

INTERNET SITES RELATED TO BIOETHICS

*N.B. Listing here does not indicate endorsement of any of the positions or documents contained on these web-sites, but merely that they could be potential research resources.
Canadian Catholic Bioethics Institute
http://www.utoronto.ca/stmikes/bioethics/

Catholic Health Association of the USA:
http://www.chausa.org/

Ethics of Cloning Humans
http://people.msoe.edu/~tritt/sf/cloning.humans.html

The National Catholic Bioethics Center
http://www.ncbcenter.org/

[From its own web-site} (NCBC), established in 1972, conducts research, consultation, publishing and education to promote human dignity in health care and the life sciences, and derives its message directly from the teachings of the Catholic Church. The results of this research are available though this website and our various educational and publishing activities, workshops and seminars.

N.B. Despite its name this organization is not an organ of the United States Catholic Conference of Bishops and its positions tend to be exceedingly conservative and often fail to recognize (or at least admit) that many positions are not (yet) settled by the Magisterium and thus still fall within the principle of probabilism in the Church

President’s Council on Bioethics
http://www.bioethics.gov/

Terri Schindler-Schiavo Foundation
http://terrisfight.org/

********

BRETZKE’S ONLINE POWER POINT PRESENTATIONS ON ASPECTS OF BIOETHICS

Catholic Moral Tradition & Health-Care Principles [updated August 10, 2016]
https://www2.bc.edu/james-bretzke/CatholicMoralTraditionAndHealthCarePrinciples.ppsx

Death and Dying Catholic Debates [uploaded August 10, 2016]
https://www2.bc.edu/james-bretzke/DeathAndDyingCatholicDebates.ppsx

The Phoenix Case Not Heard Moral Triangle Power Point Presentation [Uploaded May 18, 2012]
https://www2.bc.edu/james-bretzke/PhoenixCaseNotHeardMoralTriangle.ppsx

This presentation was reported in the June 8, 2012 online version of the National Catholic Reporter and a further report is found in the 2012 Proceedings of the CTSA, available online athttp://ejournals.bc.edu/ojs/index.php/ctsa/issue/view/235/showToc
For bibliography on this case see: https://www2.bc.edu/james-bretzke/PhoenixAbortionBibliography.pdf

*Reproductive Issues & Debates Power Point Presentation [uploaded August 3, 2016]*
https://www2.bc.edu/james-bretzke/ReproductiveIssuesAndDebates.ppsx